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The German adventurer Matthias Jeschke planned a tr ip by car from Paris to New 
York, in winter through the Bering Strait. Began wi th three Jeep and finished with 
one, front-wheel drive only, and without reaching t he edge of the strait. The 
technology has proven to be weaker than human will.  
 
 
By: Lluís Astier / 4A PRESS      Photos: www.pny2009.com   
 
 

  
 
 
The Paris-New York Transcontinental 2009 expedition  seeks to go around the world by car, to 
demonstrate the suitability of biofuels and bio in extreme situations. In three Jeep SUV 
equipped with the most modern and environmental tec hnology through the use of modern bio-
ethanol fuel blend, he have obtained a reduced emis sion of CO2. Biofuels that have been used 
solely from waste vegetable whose manufacture does not affect food production. For engines, 
axles and gears have been used biodegradable oils a nd renewable raw materials for the project 
to have a neutral CO2 balance, projected the subseq uent planting of trees in the countries 
visited to offset CO2 emissions. 
 
The expedition left Paris on October 2, 2008 and we re planning in 8 months to tour Europe, 
Central Asia, Siberia, the icy Bering Strait, Alask a, Canada and the U.S. reaching New York.  
 
 
 



 

   
 
After crossing the eastern regions of Siberia in wi nter and in extremely harsh conditions, 
arrived with one vehicle on March 26 2009 at Egveki not back from Vankarem, front-wheel drive 
only on the ice and dragging the rear axle.  
 
 

     
 
 
The three proposed historical challenges in this ad venture are, to try to be the first team that 
reaches the edge Uelen Bering Strait with the drive  wheels of the vehicle without assistance. 
Then, crossing the Bering Strait driving on the ice . Bearing in mind that the strait can not be 
completely frozen, have a system planned by navigat ion safety. And in the American continent, 
the third challenge. The objective of Wales driving  to Fairbanks along the northern coast of 
Alaska.  
 
During the first part of the expedition this year 2 009 none of the three issues has been achieved. 
 
 
Vehicles  
 
Due to the extreme conditions of the expedition, ic e, snow, water, etc, the Jeep Wrangler V6   
3.8 L  were adapted and modified to try to overcome  this particular trip, costing a total of 
approximately 117,000 Euros per vehicle.  
   
The body suffered little change, just a fin extensi ons and new bumper with Warn 9.5 XP winch, 
and snorkel are few external changes Jeep. However,  internally the changes are much deeper. 
In addition to a body lift over 7 cm and a new susp ension geometry with longer straps for 



suspension, mounted new Dana 60 Dynatrack axles gro ups and 5:38 ratio, differentials front 
and rear Detroit Locker, and a new extreme reductio nist with a ratio of 6.0:1.  
The specific changes for a polar expedition, windsc reen and side window double glazed, to 
provide greater strength and better insulation. Ano ther peculiarity of this preparation is tires 
Goodyear Ice Immler Extrem-watergrip. North America n manufacturer that designed specially 
for this adventure with crossing the Bering Strait as the primary objective. In normal situations 
on land or snow tires are the Goodyear Wrangler MT / R 40x13.5 R17.  
 
At full travel also installed an auxiliary heating system used in Siberia.  
 
Weight in running order of each Jeep is 3,200 kg an d the trailer of 4,500 kg each  
 
Near Yakutsk was the first major breakdown. The bre aking of the rear differential of the two 
vehicles. Which settled and continued to break over  the rear differential of the Jeep near 
Vankarem along the Arctic Ocean. 
 

   
 
The Bering Strait  
 
The Bering Strait connects the Bering Sea in the Pa cific Ocean to the Chukchi Sea in the Arctic 
Ocean. Has a width of about 85 km, with a depth bet ween 30 and 50 meters. In the middle are 
the Diomedes Islands, Russia belongs to the Major a nd Minor to the U.S.. Between the two 
islands passing the border and Line International D ate. The water passing through the Bering 
Strait are relatively fresh and cold compared with the waters of the Arctic and Atlantic oceans.  
A widespread and common mistake is to think that th e strait is completely frozen in winter and 
it is easy to drive onto the ice like a river or a lake. In fact there are strong surface currents due  
to the low depth, flowing northward pushing and bre aking the ice. Generally, cracks are created, 
large open water channels, including large blocks o f ice clogging of several meters and the 
whole set into motion a drift in a northerly direct ion.  

   
 



 
There are only two successful cases of having cross ed on foot and not by the most direct route, 
but going further north. The first was in 1998 when  Dmitry Shparo and his son Matvey crossed 
from Uelen going to Alaska for several days in an i ce floe and set adrift to limit supplies. More 
recently, in 2006 during the Expedition Goliath, th e English Karl Bushby and his American 
companion Dimitri Kieffer were able to reverse the route. The duo was immediately arrested by 
Russian security services for illegal entry without  special permission. Other attempts have 
ended with the helicopter rescue on the ice.  
 

   
 
Also in summer, the Bering Strait is a very dangero us area. There are three main reasons for 
this, deep, unstable weather and sea temperatures. The shallow depth means that the waves are 
shorter and more strongly than in other areas of de ep water. Moreover, the strong currents 
made navigation difficult. In motor plan with auxil iary floats and in the summer of 2008 Steve 
Burgess and Dan Evans in his Land Rover 110, it cro ssed in two stages.  
Only with the Snowbird 6,  Steve Brooks and Graham Stratford in 2002 made the journey from 
Wales to about Diomedes Island Mayor. Approximately  24 miles through dangerous areas of 
water and floating ice, making the operation more d ifficult, climb the vehicle out of the water 
and continue on the ice. Theoretically could have c ompleted the crossing of the strait. 
 

              



 
 
About the expedition, its plusses and minuses  
 
Has great merit in the time of economic crisis, dar e to organize and conduct a very important 
expedition with a total budget of approximately  3 million Euros  
A great mobilization of people from different citie s and countries to work under a coordinated 
plan that can be changed according to circumstances .  
Using the most modern telephone systems, satellite navigation and tracking system Spot 
instant route.  
An eco-advertising campaign covering most part of E urope and Asia.  
 

   
 
 
But the idea of traveling by car from Paris to New York is not very original, is 101 years old and 
in the extensive documentation of the issue PNY2009  there is no reference to this or other 
previous attempts.  
The repeated theme of movement without a trace in t he winter to not mistreat Nature is fully 
binding in areas of Siberia where there are no road s and the frost tracks "zimnik" allow the 
passage of vehicles. With the warm weather and snow  melting becomes impractical quagmires 
and communications are by water or air.  
In Siberia, winters are usually bad and some worse.  This year has been extremely rigorous and 
to drive with a heavy trailer seems to have been to o much for the very equipped Jeep.  
And finally, the force of human will was superior t o the more modern mechanical technology 
but on several occasions come to extreme driving co nditions touching the boundaries of the 
disaster. 
 

   
 
 
 
 



 
The expert drivers opinion 
 
What is your opinion about this German expedition? Mainly: Do you think that it can reach 
Uelen driving a Jeep with a large trailer in winter  and after driving to cross the frozen Bering 
Strait ? 
 
 
Kaspar Mettler  ( Switzerland )    Driver Yakutsk to Vankarem in PNY2009    
 
 
In my opinion it's absolutely possible to reach Uel en with a Jeep Rubicon and with a trailer. 
(That doesn't mean, a Jeep is the only car to reach  Uelen...) The car is strong-built enough, the 
engine provides power enough and the tires are the best I've ever seen. Probably the weight of 
the fully loaded car and the automatic lockers are a problem for axles and differentials. When 
the rear differential is replaced professionally (a nd I would propose the front half axles are 
replaced too) the Jeeps will run through snow and i ce without problems. From Yakutsk to 
Vankarem we had to go through many difficult passag es. Sometimes I couldn’t believe that we 
would get through, but we did. 
  
So I'm quite sure, that Matthias can and will reach   Uelen next winter. Probably he's thinking 
about another route, but it shouldn't be any proble m to reach Vankarem again (I would take the 
same route as we did in March 2009.) And if there s hould be no path to Uelen, I'd propose to 
hire a chain driven vehicle to  set a track for the  cars.  
The most dangerous thing is to cross Bering Strait.  The weather must be fine and calm for 3 or 
4 days. And no doubt, Bering Strait won't be frozen  from Uelen to Wales, so the Jeeps definitely 
are going swimming. But it will be very hard to cli mb the ice again, once you are in the water, 
and how is it to 'jump' with a Jeep into the water from the ice? 
 

     
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Steve Burgess  ( England )   www.capetocape.org.uk      
 
About PNY 2009 ? Yes it is quite possible to achiev e Uelen, but not  with a schedule !!!!! 
Nature is the boss in Chukotka. Matthias has lost t he fight with the snow and now the Jeeps are 
broken. I am sure now the trail, Pevek-Egvekinot- V ankarem is hard and the sun is shining this 
route that is almost a road !! He will be very frus trated. 
The route Enurmino- Inchoun, is the most difficult,  always “nalid”( shallow thin ice ) in Chegitun 
River and mountain like he has not yet seen. We win ch all the way despite having” vezdehod”  
(chaine vehicle) carrying our equipment. 
One thing in Matthias favour, now he  attempts with  one vehicle and accepts help to rescue,  
PNY is no longer un supported expedition. 
 Crossing the strait in winter is luck, with little  ice the jeep will be swept away with only 25Hp 
outboard and "swimming wheels", some parts we make only 900 meters forward in one hour the 
current is so strong. With ice and no wind , its po ssible but this situation never occurs now. 
  
Do I think he will be successful ? No, not with thi s equipment. 
  
If PNY gets to Uelen they are not first .The first  person to drive all the way without support was 
Stephania Zini in 2000 during the Truck Global Expe dition with 3 ZIL- 433420 trucks. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Emil Grimsson  ( Iceland )   www.arctictrucks.com   
   
As for the Jeep cars they are using, the tire size,  and the weight they are pulling these cars 
would not stand a change driving around the Iceland ic highlands in winter.  On the other hand 
that does not mean that they can‘t drive on a very hard shell of ice/snow and on the permafrost 
with some light snow on top of it.   The same goes for driving on and over the ice, I think the 
changes of them getting a 1 km (without help from w inches or something else) onto the ice from 
Resolute Bay in Canada, would be slim.   On the oth er hand there where sometime ice 
conditions on our way to the Magnetic North Pole th at would be easy for these cars to drive on.  
So if the ice conditions are ideal 95% of the way t hey could with the help of winches battle their 
way through.   I would be concerned on falling thro ugh the ice there and how to get back on top.   
Maybe waiting for summer and sail them across would  be easiest but having the goal of driving 
them on these wheels makes me concerned.   If the i ce is safer further up north it would be an 
idea to take more capable cars that route even thou gh it would be five times longer. 
  
With my very limited knowledge of the Bering Strait , I would prefer the Litvina 6x6 but for 
driving it any distance on road I would not want it .  We saw similar vehicles, Russian builds, 
back in Novo airbase in Antarctica, one with 4 whee ls (balloons) and one with 6 wheels.  
  
As for the cold, our experience is that anything be low - 40 (not including the wind chill factor) 
makes problems for the equipment - 30 and below we are not experiencing troubles. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Vladimir Chukov   ( Russia )   www.ec-arctic.ru   
 
As for the possibility to reach Uelen on Jeep.  
First, is necessary to use different wheels. It mus t be wide rubber, capable of operating at very 
low pressure, about 0,1-0,2 atm. In Russia, this ru bber is widely used in winter road conditions.  
Secondly, I would have abandoned the use of heavy t railers and replaced them with special 
slider sled, as essentially reduced to unit pressur e on the snow. 
During the difficult the machines need to be light,  and then draw out the trailer by means of 
winches or on a long tow. The work is hard, but usi ng these techniques to reach Uelen is quite 
real. 
Regarding the crossing of the Bering Strait on the ice - my strong view that using this actually 
technique impossible. With pontoons attached Jeep 4 x4 move on hummocks will not be able to, 
even if there are no cracks in the water, thin ice or other obstructions. 
The only thing that comes to mind - is to undertake  additional security measures that increase 
buoyancy, and try to pass the Strait of open water with the use of auxiliary outboard engines. 
The vehicles equipped with pontoons to move in the water with thin ice will not be able to. 
 I believe that the task of crossing the strait on the wheel without the support  is possible only 
on a special light wheel technology with ultra-low- pressure tires, the design and manufacture of  
Arctic and Antarctic expeditions, we have been sinc e the late 90's.  
 
 

 
 
  
 



 
April 14, 2009:  Official news  

  
Dear partners, friends, participants, supporters an d all we met or who excitingly follow us,  
 
We were bound and determined to return to Russia st ill in April in order to continue and 
successfully finish the Paris / New York – Transcon tinental” - expedition in 2009. However, on 
Wednesday, April 8, 2009, after due consideration a nd the check of all possible scenarios, we 
had to take the difficult decision to suspend the e xpedition for app. 6 months. The decision is 
based on the project goals, whose compliance is top  priority for us.  
 
Snow masses, which are exceptional also for the Chu kotka region, strong gale-force storms 
and blizzards as well as reparations at the vehicle s led to an unmatchable time difference in 
contrast to the necessary schedule, despite absolut ely most effort of the whole team.  
 
The “driving over the Bering Strait on ice” and the  “traceless managing of all parts (also the 
difficult app. 2500 km at the Alaskan west coast) w ould not be possible, even not on a route 
much more in the north. Therefore we will continue the expedition in fall/winter 2009/2010 with 
the following unchanged goals:  
 
- Accomplishment of a historical, spectacular journ ey with the use of renewable energies 
- Traceless round the world with a CO2-neutral bala nce 
- Driving across the Bering Strait 
- On the track of the emigration of nations round t he world on wheels for the first time ever  
 
Among others, the upcoming time will be used to neu tralize the so far produced amount of CO2 
with tree plantings and the preparation for the con tinuation of the journey. All activities, news, 
and project steps will be published as usual on the  project page www.pny2009.com   as well as 
in the internet panels in all languages.  
 
Matthias Jeschke and Jürgen Graf / project leadersh ip 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


